
ANGRY TIAS AND ABUELAS 

 

CHILDREN ARE DYING. WE DEMAND CHANGE. 

 

  

This has been a week of horror for anyone who values human life.  Once again the brutal conditions 

facing children in ICE detention centers were confirmed. A young woman was found dead in the brush 

not far from Anzalduas Park. At her side were two infants and a toddler, also dead.  The searing heat 

had killed them as they tried to reach safety here. A Salvadoran father and his tiny daughter were found, 

floating, lifeless, in the muddy waters of the Rio Grande.  We have no words.  

 

The grim truth is that these tragedies are the daily results of President Trump’s cruel campaign to close 

the border to the victims of repression and cartel violence.  We Angry Tias and Abuelas have long had a 

front- row seat to such human suffering. We call for all people in this nation, regardless of our race, 

gender, political position, or immigration status to stand up and cry out.   

 

What to do?  First, make yourselves heard. Speak out in your places of worship and town hall 

meetings. Write to the press. Join your voices together and communicate clearly to local and national 

leadership. Share information with friends and neighbors. Hold vigils, volunteer, send out petitions. 

Every voice counts. 

 

Concrete solutions? Based on our experiences with the refugee communities on both sides of the river, 

we urge the following key changes. 

 

1. RE-OPEN THE INTERNATIONAL BRIDGES IMMEDIATELY.  “METERING” IS MURDER. 

 

Under U.S. law, 8 U.S.C. §1225, persons fleeing violence in their homelands may properly apply for 

asylum by crossing the international bridge from Mexico and approaching U.S. Port of Entry officials, 

who are required to send them for processing by the immigration court. The migrants then present their 

evidence to a judge. This is the safe and lawful way for a family to apply for protection.  

 

President Trump has illegally shut down these international bridges and roadways to endangered 

families. Armed U.S. officials, surrounded by barricades and concertina wire, turn these desperate 

people away and order them to “wait their turn” in Mexico.  The officers keep no lists, and provide no 



food or shelter. Thousands of families are thus stranded for months in Mexican cities like Matamoros 

and Reynosa, which are in the throes of the drug war. Bullets fly. Refugees are a favorite target for 

kidnapping, robberies, rape and trafficking by the local gangs. 

 

These extreme dangers drive many families to try to cross the Rio Grande despite the grave risk of 

drowning. The cartels own the river front and charge exorbitant fees for crossing rights. Those who 

cross without payment risk being shot or worse. Children often fall from the rafts the boatmen do not 

stop. The currents are deadly, as the searing father-child photograph shows us. 

 

Why not go home? Many asylum seekers say they just want a better life for their children. The realities 

are far harsher but they dare not speak. Central America and part of Mexico have some of the highest 

murder rates in the world, thanks to the powerful and frightening drug cartels. Adolescent boys are 

forcibly recruited and girls are sold into sex trafficking networks. Everyone must pay exorbitant 

“taxes”. The penalty for resistance is death. Those who report gang violence will die or lose their 

families. One young man fled with his wife and baby rather than join. The same day, his mother and 

brother were bludgeoned to death and his 12 year old sister was gang raped.  

 

People cannot go home. Nor can they wait on local embassies to review their petitions for asylum.  The 

choice is run or die. Driving people back with “deterrence” measures here is cruel and illegal. 

 

II. GRANT TEMPORARY PROTECTED STATUS TO ALL CENTRAL AMERICANS 

 

We strongly urge the establishment of a Temporary Protected Status equivalent to all Central 

Americans at this time.  This will give our leadership time to properly evaluate our response to the drug 

wars, which are driving thousands of families northward. We must be realistic. Our current policies are 

not working. Punishing the victims is barbaric. Let’s keep people safe while we re-consider our 

strategies on this deadly problem. 

 

The United States has granted temporary protected status before to refugees from particularly 

endangered regions. The recipients remain in the United States for a limited period of time. When the 

dangers subside, the people return to their homelands. In the past, we granted such status to Haitians, 

for example, and our country experienced no crime wave or sudden drop in the employment rate.  

 



III. NO “MURDER FOR HIRE” 

 

President Trump seeks to accomplish his goals by threatening Mexico with harsh tariffs. Now Mexican 

and U.S. security forces are hunting down refugees throughout the country in order to keep them away 

from our southern border. We have heard that even the shelters have been raided. This practice can only 

result in more death. 

 

The strategy is abhorrent. Forcing a friendly nation to brutalize refugees on our behalf is not an 

approach that we can tolerate.   

 

IV. HEARINGS 

 

We also demand formal hearings about the brutal and unlawful conditions in all ICE processing and 

detention centers, whether for children or adults. We cannot tolerate the systematic denial of adequate 

medical care, food, blankets and even soap. These families have committed no crime and may not be 

punished so cruelly for their efforts to simply survive. These centers should be closed down.  

 

We also ask that such hearings focus on the Trump Administration’s policy of denying parole or bond 

to asylum seekers who have never violated the law in any country. Many spend two to three years in 

harsh prison-like conditions for no reason at all. Some fall into despair and go home to the deadly 

violence. This is, of course, the goal of the administration. However, it cannot be the goal of our nation. 

We must free these people to go to their families now.   

 

In addition, we ask that the hearings evaluate the immigration courts’ dismal record in asylum cases. 

Why are countless persons being sent back to extreme danger? Asylum cases are a matter of life and 

death. Applicants should be provided with lawyers, and their cases should be heard by the federal 

courts.  

 

THE HORROR MUST END NOW 


